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Welcome to the 13th issue of the Tindale Marine Research Charitable Trust roundup of activities and events
for autumn 2021. The start of March saw all of New Zealand effected by another covid 19 alert level
change. Auckland went into lock down level 3 while the rest of the country moved into level 2. I think most
of us knew it was inevitable so we made sure that we were prepared for it this time. Recreational boating
for half the population was prohibited during the Auckland lockdown, bringing many of the fishing clubs
gamefishing competitions in northland to a halt as travelling through or from Auckland was near
impossible.
However Trust research members were still able to
operate boats under strict guidelines as authorised
by MBIE for our research projects. We opted not to
travel north to carry on with the Oceanic Manta
Ray research out of Tutukaka during this period
but instead switched to staying local and carry out
a variety of tagging research work on the Kaipara
Harbour. This gave us an opportunity to record
again the seasonal migrations of several species
including the arrival of mature school sharks into
the harbour at this time of year.
PHD student Alex Burton had supplied six electronic mini PAT tags to
us in the hope that we could deploy them on mature Tope (school
sharks). These tags are set to detach from the sharks after a specified
length of time and then download the acquired stored information
collected during this time via satellite back to the research portal.
Hopefully they will then be recovered by the community and returned
for a complete download of valuable data stored within.
The weather, as always is another limiting factor. Big tides and 20kn
winds from the NE in the afternoon limited our available research
sites & time on the water but we still managed to deploy four satellite
tags on the first day. The following day the wind had eased so we
arranged another mission out on the Kaipara adding Alex to our
‘Bubble’ for a bit of hands on experience. The last of the satellite tags
were deployed quickly giving us the opportunity to tag and release
several additional school sharks with TMRCT dart tags within the harbour.
Meanwhile out on the high seas the NIWA research vessel “Kaharoa“ was also assisting us with this school
shark research project and had on board TMRCT tagging kits for tagging & releasing any school sharks
captured along the north island west coast during the trawl surveys. Remember, as always, to keep an eye
out for tagged fish and report the capture details. We ask if you recapture a school shark with one of these
satellite tags attached please try and release it again live. If it dies before release please record the
standard details and contact us ASAP for instructions on what to do with the tag.

Competitions and events

What an overwhelming response! Apologies to those of you who we couldn’t get to personally or had to
come back when it eased up a bit. At times we were just over run. Our onsite volunteers were swamped
every day by people from all walks of life and from around the country offering support, asking questions,
interested in getting involved and taking an interest in caring for our marine inhabitants. It was especially
humbling to have several Government ministers pay us a visit. Hon. David Carter, Minister of Fisheries,
spent half an hour discussing several
aspects of the Trust programs as did
the former Minister of Conservation
Hon. Eugenie Sage who took a special
interest in our seabird awareness
initiatives around recreational fishing.
We still had time to give away around
5000 fish posters over the 4 days as
part of our awareness and education
initiatives with many of these destined
to adorn walls in schools, fishing clubs
and ‘man caves’ around the country.
The poster was a last minute addition
to the event inspired by the hundreds
of enquires I receive in regard to fish
species ID. I eventually hope to send
these out to all our members but will have hold off until we can find a cost effective way to send them
around the country. Thanks to everyone involved in this event, especially our volunteers and the boat
show organisers for the great opportunity to showcase the
Tindale Marine Research Charitable Trust citizen science
programs and research projects. I would like to also
welcome all the new members that joined up the inshore
fish tagging program during the event, I’m sure you will all
enjoy being part of
this great research
program. We are glad
that you all enjoyed
what we had on
display and that it was
inspirational enough
to get you and your friends involved.
Photo taken by Eugenie Sage MP

A big thing about boat shows is the ability for the public to engage one on one with experts or tap into the
wealth of knowledge on offer. The Euro City Master Classes held this year at the boat show were an
opportunity for the public to sit down and watch the half hour presentations from leading experts on
varying subjects throughout the day.
This year Trust director Scott Tindale,
IGFA world champion angler, was one of
the Master Class presenters taking to the
stage giving the audience first-hand
advice on big gamefishing from small
boats. This included IGFA rules, boat and
equipment setup, preparation, signs to
look for and how to handle big gamefish
at the side of the boat safely. As
expected Scott’s power point
presentation grew each day with many
in the audience keen to talk one on one
afterwards and back at the Trust stand.

This A2 fish poster was produced for this boat show event and depicts all the fish species tagged and
released through the TMRCT Inshore Fish Tagging Program to date, each identified by their common
names. Most are data deficient within the scientific community especially on growth rates and seasonal
movements. Old or existing data can quickly become outdated especially with adverse climate, natural and
human impacts on the environment, so ongoing research is critical if we are to keep ahead of any
threatening issues.

Conservation News
Every year there are around a dozen Great white shark captures reported to authorities as is required
under the Wildlife Act. In most instances the fishers did the right thing by immediately releasing them alive
before reporting the incident to authorities or contacting the Department Of Conservation for attendance
if the shark did not survive. But it is always alarming to see continued incidents of bad behaviour towards
protected species in and around this country. Two such incidents last month had protected great white
sharks cut up for personal use. Under the Wildlife Act 1953 it is illegal to hunt (target), kill, harm or retain
any part of a protected species. Doing so can incur a maximum fine of $250,000 and/or imprisonment of
up to two years. It would appear that this is not a deterrent to some. It is not an offence to accidently or
incidentally catch a protected species but it must be released immediately and reported to authorities
ASAP.
This juvenile great white shark was
discovered dismembered at Pilot bay,
Tauranga harbour in May. Social media
posts and CCT camera footage showed it
had been caught in a set net off the boat
ramp where a person was seen cutting the
shark up. A person of interest is currently
assisting authorities with their inquiries.
Social media post. Pilot Bay Tauranga

Another Juvenile great white shark was reported to Department of
Conservation last month that had been accidently caught on a
torpedo longline off Baileys Beach. The fisher did everything right
including trying to revive the shark in the water but to no avail. By
the time DOC staff arrived at the scene someone from the public
had hacked off the head for a trophy. This again is a breach of the
wild life Act.
A change in fishing practices and social media has indicated an
increase in sightings but this does not reflect any increase in
population size which is currently thought to be stable here but
decreasing globally. In the latest trans-Tasman study it is
estimated there are only around 750 adult and 1200 juvenile
Photo supplied by Department of Conservation
great white sharks in the Tasman and Pacific waters surrounding New Zealand and eastern Australia.
For more information on Great White sharks and compliance check out the DOC white shark page:
https://www.doc.govt.nz/nature/native-animals/marine-fish-and-reptiles/sharks-mango/white-shark/
(Note: DOC website info on population size etc is out of date).
Report details of sightings, captures or stranding’s to DOC sharks@doc.govt.nz or to 0800 DOC HOT (0800
362 468).”

TMRCT Inshore Tagging Program Update
April this year was the three year anniversary of the Tindale Marine
Research Charitable Trust inshore fish tagging program. The first
year was more of a pilot study trialling new ideas and putting
together a complete package before sending it out to the fishing
public. Since then we have distributed 13,500 tags to the growing
membership, currently sitting around 650 anglers in the field.
Following on from a busy summer over 540 additional tagged and
released fish were recorded during autumn from around the
country. 41 recaptures were also reported for the same time period.
Nationally the tagged fish recapture rate has stayed fairly constant
since the program began just over three years ago averaging between 3.8% and 4.4%. It is currently around
4.4%. That’s 1 fish in 23 being recaptured and a good indication that the system, tagging process and code
of practice works.

So who is catching what?
So far 40 species have been tagged and released in our inshore waters from around the country. The 5
most popular recreational catches make up 91% of the total tag and released fish species. Snapper make
up the bulk of these sitting at 66%.
53 % of tagged fish recaptures are caught within 3 months of release while 12.4% of tag and released fish
remain at large more than a year before recapture. The longest time at large for a tagged fish in our 3 year
project so far being 815 days. In most cases these released fish have had another opportunity for further
breeding cycles increasing the fish numbers for future generations.
The longest shortest distance via sea travelled by a tagged fish is 1039km. This was a spotted smooth
hound or Rig that travelled from east to west coast of
the south island. This fish was re-released again to
continue on its travels. Around one tagged fish in three
is released again after recapture with a handful of
tagged fish recaptured a third time.
Much of the fishing effort is from the upper half of the
North Island where the Hauraki Gulf makes up 30% of
all tag and releases and 31% of tagged fish recaptures.
It is estimated that a third of the recreational anglers in
New Zealand fish the Hauraki Gulf with the bulk of all
recreational anglers fishing the upper half of the north
Island. This is also reflected in the results from our 3
years of tagging and recapture data.
As areas further south experience changes to the
availability of the fish species fishers target it is
important to have regular and up to date data on all of
these species in our coastal waters. Tag and release is
just one way that everyone can contribute to their
local or favourite fishing areas. The best gift we can
give future generations is the knowledge we have collected.
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Around 95% of all tagged fish recaptures are caught by recreational fishers. Land base fishing accounts for
39% of these including spearfishing. Charter boat fishing is around 8% and the balance is from a variety of
water craft including kayaks, dingy, jet skis, yachts, launches and runabouts. Methods include set net, drag
net, spear, long lines, torpedo, kontiki, lures, jigs, poppers, Fly-fishing, artificial and natural baits.
5.3% of all tagged fish recaptures recorded are from Commercial fishing activities with most of these
recaptured outside New Zealand territorial waters. Methods include trawl, long line, set net and drag net.
No fish recaptures are recorded from customary fishing but a small proportion have been reported from
Iwi owned commercial operations included above.
Underreporting from any or all sectors is possible as in any research project of this type worldwide.
Hopefully this is slight otherwise it would greatly increase the 1 in 23 recapture rate which is already
surprisingly high for a wild catch fishery.
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Monthly Sponsors Prizes
Thanks to continued support from our sponsors we are able to
enhance the inshore tagging program experience. Many of you are
looking forward to the day that your tagged fish is recaptured. A
fairly high chance as it would seem with 1 tagged fish in 23
recaptured nationally. It has been a busy couple of months with
batches of recapture certificates in the mail each week. Daiwa
New Zealand kindly increased the supply of the sponsored
Baitjunkies packs to cover this increase so everyone that had a
recapture or reported a tagged fish recapture could receive a
prize. Autumn saw an increase of recaptures of 400% on this time
last year and this was only slightly less than all of summer this year.
Membership draw
Each month we draw a random tag number from each months tag and release
entries. The winner receives a Daiwa KIX LT 2500D spinning reel valued at RRP
$369.99 courtesy of Daiwa New Zealand.
Congratulations to our April winner…. Mark Cotton of Nelson with a tagged and
released snapper T8497 released on 11th March 2021 measuring 44.5cm
And Congratulations to our May winner…. 10 year old Josh Carran from Auckland
who was fishing with his dad on Waiheke Island on the 3/4/2021 when he tagged and
released a 38cm snapper T5644
Remember to send in your completed tag and release data before the end of each month to be in the
draw. Old or late entries will be entered into the month received. Note: any tag and release forms sent in
with incomplete or missing data are not eligible for prizes.

Each report we draw a tag number from our complete data base
using random.org. As always you will need to send in your tagging
data to be in the draw as vacant tag numbers will be redrawn. The
lucky winner of each draw receives a $100 gift voucher thanks to
the team at Bunnings Silverdale.
This report random number is ….Tag Number T6210
Congratulations to Jake Pyne who tagged and released a 116cm
Kingfish while fishing at East Cape on 8/12/2020

Donations
We would like to thank those of you that have donated goods, services or funds to the Trust. Your
generous support is greatly appreciated. Many of the volunteer taggers have received a top up of tags
from these donations ensuring a continuation of this citizen science project around the country. If you, or a
business or organisation would like to support this or any other aspects of the Tindale Marine Research
Charitable Trust we would love to hear from you. You will be helping…..
“To Promote and encourage environmental education conservation and research for a sustainable future”

Notable captures and NZ length Records
As I receive tag and release data I always keep an eye out for interesting stories, meritorious catches and
the possibility of any pending New Zealand length records. As an IGFA representative I encourage the
enjoyment of sport fishing where the fish can be released alive to fight another day. Length Records are
one such way for a keen angler can up skill to enter the record books. Here the fish must be photographed
on an approved measure mat and the fish must be released alive. 10 potential NZ length records were
identified from the tag and release data sent in this quarter and the anglers were helped in processing
their applications before sending them away for ratification. 6 additional possible records I unfortunately
rejected as they did not have the required photos so it pays to take a photo or video of any interesting or
trophy fish on your Trust measure board that you tag and release. All fish species qualify caught under
IGFA rules.
On a recent school trip organised by Project Reef on board South
Taranaki fishing charters several students were given an opportunity
to tag and release their fish as an introduction to marine research in
their area. Two of the tagged and released fish from that trip were
then recaptured 2 weeks later and subsequently returned to the sea
again to continue their contribution to research. 3 of the students
were soon to discover that their catch and releases on that first day
also qualified for junior length records. This 79cm snapper, a pending
junior length record for Natalia, being one of them. No doubt these
kids would have had a lot to talk about their experiences out on the
water when they got back to school. Well done to all pending New
Zealand Length Record applicants, hopefully we will hear about the
results soon.

Interesting recaptures
In 2006 two thousand juvenile kingfish up to 45cm were tagged and released at 6 sites around the north
island. These fish were purchased from a failed kingfish fish farm situated in the far north and paid for
through donations collected by the Recreational fishing council and the funds raised matched by Sanford’s
fishing company. These fish were destined to be destroyed but were luckily given another chance by being
released into the wild. NIWA were contracted to tag and transport these fish to locations for release at
Raglan, Mangonui, Whangaroa, Russel, Houhora and the Noisies
in the Hauraki Gulf.
In March of this year Michael Palmer contacted the Trust
wanting help with finding some information about a tagged
kingfish that he had caught while land based fishing in the Bay
of Islands. Michael had removed the tag and released the fish
again. He estimated it at about 12kg and the length at just over
1m. The phone number and website details on the tag were no
longer in use.
The information on the tag was ‘0471 kingfish go wild’ so after a bit of phoning around I was able to track
down the original database and the origins of the tag and release. As it turned out this fish was part of the
Kingfish Go Wild project mentioned above and measured 41cm when released at Mangonui wharf in July
of 2006. Unfortunately any other recapture details from this mass release has been lost over the years but
the original tag and release data is still on file here and in the archives at NIWA.

Recapture summary for autumn 2021
41 tagged fish were recaptured this quarter and were reported from 7 species including 20 snapper, 9
kingfish, 5 kahawai, 4 blue cod, 2 gurnard and 1 each of trevally and Bronze whaler shark. Apologies if your
fish is not listed below but we have made a random selection to try and keep it short.

T7692 Snapper
Ryan Weber was night fishing off the rocks at Urapukapuka Island in the Bay
of Islands on the 7th March 2021 when a fat snapper took his stray lined
bait. Ryan did not see the tag in the dark but noticed it when he got home
so made sure he recorded the details before cutting the fish up. It weighed
1.06kg and measured a V-length of 37cm.
246 days earlier on the 3rd of July 2020 Kane Cossar was fishing off the rocks
at Waewaetorea where he tagged and released this fish measuring 36cm. It
was recaptured only 400m from this release spot just over 7 months later.

T8079 Kingfish
Ben Riddiford has had 3 recaptures from the Tauranga harbour
area. This fish, a kingfish he tagged and
released on the 1st of February 2021 was
caught in 5m of water. It measured 83.5cm
on release.
On Friday the 12th of March Mike Maynard
was spearfishing with his son Kawana when he shot this fish out of a school of about
a dozen kingfish cruising the Tauranga Harbour entrance. It was Mike’s first kingfish
on spear. It measured 84.8cm and had been eating small snapper and squid.
T8542 Kingfish
On the 18th December 2020 Leroy Hindley was top water lure fishing for kingfish from the shore along the
Wellington coast when he caught a 90cm VL kingfish that he tagged and released.
87 days later and around 6km further up the coast Josh Bolton recaptured this fish in 11.6m of water. It
measured 91cm VL and weighed 8.57kg.
T8269 Kingfish
On the 6th of January 2021 Hamish Beattie was lure fishing off the rocks along the Wellington coast where
he caught, tagged and released this well-conditioned kingfish measuring a V- length of 96cm.

71 days later on the 17th of March
Matthew Morgan was stray lining
in 4m of water off Mana when he
recaptured this Kingfish. It was his
first ever kingfish and measured a
V-length of 100cm.

T6216 Kingfish
Spear fisherman Cameron Glendinning was checking out an area off cape
runaway when he came across a large school of kingfish. Cameron lined up
the largest one shooting it before returning home with it where he noticed
it had been tagged. Cameron measured it at 108cm V-length, commenting
it was a rough old looking fish with rounded fins.
This fish was tagged and released 96 days earlier by Jake Pyne on the 15th
of December 2020 in the same general area. It measured 100cm V-length
and was caught while fishing in 15m of 17°c water.

T9772 Snapper
Keen fisherman from Wellington Don McRae, was fishing off the
Great Mercury Islands on 20th March 2021 when he caught a very
good condition snapper while stray lining a piper bait in 10m of
water. Don was surprised to find that it had been tagged so he
recorded all the details necessary. He was able to advise that it
measured 62cm V- length and weighed 4.42kg.
This fish had been tagged and released by Luke Davis while fishing
off the Hibiscus coast on the 6th November 2020. It was one of 4
he had tagged that day and measured 62cm. This fish had
travelled a shortest distance of 91.8km in the 135 days at large exiting the Hauraki Gulf.
T11256 Snapper
In late January after a day out wide searching for Manta rays we decided to stop off at Separation point, Gt
Barrier Island for a fish where we tagged and released a 29.5cm snapper from 23m depth of water.
50 days later Dean Poole recaptured this fish just over a kilometre away in 12m of water fishing near Green
Island. It measured 32cm on recapture and was released again to carry on its journey.
T11295 Kahawai
Nichole Halliday emailed through the details of a tagged kahawai recapture off Puriri Bay in Whangaruru
Harbour. It was caught on a bait on the 21st of March 2021 and was estimated at 60cm long.
Funny thing about this fish is it was caught on a 12”marlin lure trolling the 100m contour line off Ocean
Beach on the 19th of February 2021 and released tagged from our live bait tank on returning to Tutukaka
Harbour for the night. It measured 48cm and had travelled over 36km over the 31 days at large.
T9448 snapper
Andres Blank was night fishing off Kawau Island in the Hauraki Gulf on the 23 rd of March when he caught a
39cm tagged snapper on a bait. It wasn’t until the next day that he noticed the tag and was able to
measure and record the catch details.
This fish had been tagged and released by Scott Malcon 32 days earlier not far from where Andres
recaptured it in 10m of water. It measured 40cm on release. Scott and the Daiwa NZ team are valued
supporters of the TMRCT & have kindly donated the Daiwa merchandise for prizes in the tagging program.

T11277 snapper
Another fish tagged during our trip away this year. A 38cm snapper tagged and released in 17m of water
off Little Barrier Island in the Hauraki Gulf was recaptured in the same location 54 days later by Barry
McNabb on a squid bait and his new $40 boat combo set while out on a charter. He measured the snapper
at 39cm and said this was the first tagged fish he had seen so was interested in finding out more.

Michael Maahs phoned me on the 30th of March to report two tags he and
his troop of sea scouts had found below the high
tide mark during a beach clean-up at Onetangi,
Waiheke Island in the Hauraki Gulf. Both tags
were found in the same vicinity and had been cut
off with a knife. The tag numbers revealed that
T9980 was from a 68cm snapper tagged and
released 150 days earlier on 1/11/2020 by Tony Wood fishing locally off the rocks
and T11266 a 52cm kahawai that we had tagged and released 58 days earlier on
1/2/2021 at Redcliff cove, Gt Barrier island 73km away. It is disappointing that
someone felt the need to cut these research tags off and discard them instead of
supporting valuable research. Maybe someone will come forward in the future
and shed some light on this.

T8873 Gurnard
James Gao phoned in from Murawai beach concerned that he
had caught a tagged Gurnard on his Kontiki longline. James was
very helpful in providing the catch details including the fish
measurement of 42.5cm. He was quite interested to hear that
it was tagged and released inside the Kaipara Harbour 231 days
earlier on the 13th of August 2020 by Michael Bawden and it
measured 39cm. It had travelled a shortest distance by sea of
over 40km and grown 3.5cm in that time. James is now keen to
keep an eye out for more tagged fish in his travels.

T3364 Snapper
Motiti Island and the surrounding reefs have been in the news
quite a bit this year sparking a bit of interest in the impact of
fishing in the area. Keegan Oxenham has contributed to
provide research in this area by tagging and releasing several
fish including this snapper of 32.5cm caught in 14m of water
off Motiti Island on 25th July 2020.
Fast forward 252 days to the 2nd of April 2021 when Tracy
Nuku recaptured this fish from the Motiti shore line while
fishing with a bait. She reported that it measured a v-length of
34.5cm and the fish was kept.

T7470 kingfish
Josh Hargrave reported catching a tagged kingfish measuring
110cm while live bait fishing in 25m of water off Mayor Island on
the third of April 2021.
This fish was tagged and released 293 days earlier by Sam
Wilkinson while fishing in 45m of water 1.3km further south and
it measured 103cm.

T11007 Kingfish
Sam Hughes was fishing with Kingi Ranui in the Tauranga harbour on the 17 th January 2021 when he tagged
and released a 72cm kingfish from the shore. This fish was recaptured 77 days later at Katikati by Mahjon
Taikato who was land base fishing with a livebait. The fish was kept and measured a V-length of 80cm. This
kingfish had travelled a shortest distance by sea of over 33km and grew 8cm in the 77 days at large.
T1437 Gurnard
Karyn Water was fishing with friends in the Queen Charlotte sounds on
the 6th of April of this year when she caught a tagged Gurnard measuring
36cm from 15m of water.
This fish was tagged and released by Ben Sowry in Shakesphere Bay on
the 25th of December 2019. This fish measured 33cm on release and was
recaptured just under 2km away and 469 days later. It had grown 3cm in
that time.
T1256 Snapper
Don Urquart was fishing in the Makarau River, Kaipara harbour
on the 7th of April 2021 when he caught a tagged snapper. The
tag was removed and the fish released again unmeasured. It was
estimated at around 42cm.
This fish was tagged by Trust director Scott Tindale on the 1st of
March 2020 while fishing over the Kaipara flats in 3.2m of water.
It measured 36cm on release. This fish was recaptured 7.2km
from the release point and 403 days later.
T7961 Snapper
On the 2nd of February 2020 young Leroy Bawden was out on the Kaipara
Harbour with us helping to catch school sharks for a research project when
he landed a 30.5cm snapper in the harbour entrance in 14m of water. This
fish was tagged and released with a bit of help from the eager crew.
Just over a year later on the 28th of March 2021 Dean Blucher was fishing
the Papakanui spit in the Kaipara entrance when he recaptured this fish in
15m of water. Dean did not notice the tag in the fish until he got home with
it. He reported the fish was 35cm long and weighed just under a kilo.
In the 421 days at large it was recaptured 2.4km from the release location
and had grown 4.5cm.

T7306 Kingfish
Robert Plant has had his 3rd recapture recorded, this time a 91cm Kingfish that he tagged and released on
the 15th of January 2020 in the Tauranga harbour entrance.
445 days later this fish was recaptured 31km down the Bay of Plenty coast off Maketu by Jesse Bramley
who was fishing in 5m of water on the 3rd of April this year. It measured 135cm and was caught from a
large school of fish seen passing through the area.

T8828 Blue cod
Graham Wilson has had 13 tagged Blue cod recaptures including
8 that he has recaptured himself, each showing some great
growth rates over preceding months. His latest recapture was
first tagged and released on the 3rd November 2020 and
measured 36.5cm. He then recaptured this same fish on the 31st
of January 2021 where it measured 37cm. Then again on the 14th
of April 2021 where it measured 38cm. This Blue cod was caught
each time over the 163 days by Graham fishing from the shore in
the Marlborough sounds using a soft bait lure.

T1328 Snapper
Another Kaipara harbour fish recapture close on a year later is
this fish tagged and released by us on the 1st of May 2020
measuring 37.5cm. A seasonal returnee?
It was recaptured 357 days later on the 22nd of April 2021 by
Michael Ross 4km from the tag and release location. Michael
measured the fish at 40cm and said it was a very healthy fish
but was destined for the smoker.
T7139 Snapper
Luke Davis 6th recaptured tagged fish is one that he tagged and
released off the Tutukaka coast on the 9th of August 2020. It
measured 46cm and was caught in 5m of water. This fish was
recaptured by John Rae 260 days later on the 25th of April 2021 at
Whangamumu Harbour 15km further up the coast.
T1312 snapper
Another of our tagged fish recaptures in the Makarau River,
Kaipara Harbour. This time recaptured by Dave Wilcock on the
26th April 2021 measuring 44cm to the v in the tail.
This fish was tagged and released on the 15 of December 2020
on the Omokoiti Flats in 3m of water. It measured a V-length of
42cm and was at liberty for 133 days.

T2161 snapper
Not very far from the last recapture is another snapper tagged and released by Scott
Tindale on the 24th April 2019 in the Kaipara Harbour. It measured a V-length of 43.5cm.
739 days later on the 1st of May 2021 Chris Sheehan
recaptured this fish measuring 49.5cm. In just over 2 years
it had grown by 6cm. It was caught 1km from the original
release location and weighed 2.22kg. Chris sent through
several photos showing the tag anchored nicely around the
pterygiophone bones and the insertion area was well healed with no signs trauma or
redness evident. It is good to know tag retention is not only sound but also non-intrusive
or detrimental to the fish’s health while they carry out their daily lives.
T9074 snapper
The TMRCT inshore tagging program’s very first tagged fish recapture was a 36cm snapper T0047 that we
tagged and released in the Kaipara Harbour on the first day of our pilot study in April 2018. It had travelled
over 305km in 41 days and was recaptured in 80m of water off the Taranaki bight by a commercial trawler
who reported it measured 38cm.
Three years later we were quite excited to hear another fish tagged
and released from the same spot in the Kaipara harbour had been
recaptured in almost the same spot off the Taranaki Coast.
Robert Ansley the skipper of the commercial long liner ‘Layla’
reported the recapture of snapper T9074 caught in 80m of water
off the Taranaki Bight on the 14th of May 2021. It measured a Vlength of 40cm and weighed 1.305kg. From the details Robert
supplied we were able to establish that he was fishing within 2km
of the first snapper recapture back in 2018. Both fish were tagged
and released from the same spot in the Kaipara Harbour but years
apart. This snapper T9074 was tagged and released by Scott Tindale on 5th December 2020 where it
measured 37.5cm. Robert recaptured this fish 161 days later with a distance by sea of over 305km away.
T1005 Kahawai
White Shark Conservation Trust trustee Bruce Goorney was fishing on the western shores of the Manukau
Harbour on the 26th of October 2020 when he tagged and released a 44cm Kahawai. This fish was
recaptured 213 days later on the 26th of May 2021 by Stacey Booker a commercial mullet netter fishing the
eastern shores of the Manukau harbour a distance of 6.6km away. Stacey measured the fish at 46cm VL.
T9205 Snapper
Kris Wyatt reported the recapture of a tagged snapper measuring 58.5cm he
caught off the rocks at Taiharuru on the 31st of May 2021.
This fish was tagged and released 261 days earlier by Adrian Johnson at
Ngunguru on the 13th of September 2020. Adrian measured it at 55cm and it
was caught fishing from a boat in 12m of water. After 261 days at liberty this
fish was recaptured with a shortest distance travelled by sea of 8.4km.

Next issue… Winter Report 2021… Until then, Tight lines TMRCT

